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A shout – Marco – is a chlorine-scented call in the dark (or almost dark) as with eyes squeezed shut (no peeping, 

but inevitably you do), senses heightened, you await the whispered wash of the return - Polo. As an exhibition 

title, it conjures the precarious rules of the childhood game; a chase for slippery bodies, governed by clues, 

guesses, luck and chance. It’s a game ruled by sightlessness so that all the other senses come to the fore. All that 

unsighted sensorial fervour, played within the limited confines of a swimming pool. In terms of looking at art, it 

is a calculated ask by artist Daniel Breda whose work and presentations have always asked much more of visitors 

than mere sight or just looking.  Wielding a combination of traditional painting, installation, and virtual reality 

[VR] technology, imbued with a wry sense of humour and a touch of irreverence, this exhibition is an invitation 

to dive in and play with an expansion of what painting is, and the ways and spaces in which we can actively 

engage with it.  

 

Working within the lexicon of hard-edged abstraction, at first Breda’s suite of paintings look to be non-objective. 

Like swimming pools, they are rectilinear in format. Rectangular and regularised in format, for this exhibition 

they seem to be dominated by predominantly vacillating fields of blue, punctuated by strip lines of colour and 

form. For the swimmers among us, they suggest the methodical repetition of laps, lanes, and rhythmic 

movement of one’s body along a single black line. Absent of overt gesture and geometrically concise, they have 

the effect of conveying calm and deliberate movement through the fluid medium of paint. Compositionally, 

interior lines follow the exterior framing, drawing portals for us to enter the illusionistic space of painting. In 

scale they range from door to window sized, sustaining the metaphor that they are thresholds for looking 

through, whereas interestingly, their titles suggest journeys and places. Beyond the pool, they reference beaches, 

lakes, towns, and vistas, conjuring an explicitly Australian landscape. The blue of water becomes the blue of sky, 

and a roadtrip sequence unravels. 

 

Moving from the space of painting and into the space of the gallery, the Marco Polo paintings transition from 

wall pieces to installed planes to VR experience in a staged immersion. Prominent visual motifs from many of 

the paintings enter the physical space of the exhibition; one as a suspended portal-form, while others hover in 

as virtual elements. Building on ideas from two of Breda’s most recent shows The Floor Is Lava and Art As Activity 

visitors are able to walk directly on a painting placed on the floor and engage with virtual space through a VR 

headset. So disembodied, visitors become artists, moving within a space that feels uncannily like the paintings. 

You can select and throw colour around, while other aspects from the paintings – lines, cubes, pinkish prisms, 

float away from the walls in a choreographed motion, seamlessly moving from display to dance.  



 

  

The VR, designed by Breda in collaboration with Brennan Hatton, insinuates the painted world 

into a new space, one which is given up playfully to the viewer to move in and control, a subversion 

of the usual gallery experience and hierarchy. The new virtual space becomes not only an 

expansion of pictorial space but also offers another kind of psychological space; one of communal nostalgia and 

memory for the freewheeling play and curiosity of childhood. It is the perfect space for Breda to set his 

conceptual interest as an inheritor of the early 20th century Italian Futurists, as well as providing a medium to 

explore the evocation of dynamic sensation. Futurists describe this as a technologically driven weaving of natural 

and mechanical forms to capture the heady sensation of plummeting into the future. Breda’s neo-futurism 

achieves this in creating a hybrid space for experiencing (not just looking at) geometric painting as a threshold 

for eliciting abstract sensation through the manipulation of movement and above all, the freedom of play. 

 

One of the best-known examples of Futurism is Umberto Boccioni’s Unique Forms of Continuity In Space, in which 

a striding human figure, faceted in bronze, propels itself forward in shimmering, fluttering, constant motion. 

Shall we call it? Fish out of water. 
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